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Abstract.
In this paper, we present an extractive approach to document summarization, the Siamese Hierarchical Transformer Encoders
system, that is based on the use of siamese neural networks and the transformer encoders which are extended in a hierarchical
way. The system, trained for binary classification, is able to assign attention scores to each sentence in the document. These scores
are used to select the most relevant sentences to build the summary. The main novelty of our proposal is the use of self-attention
mechanisms at sentence level for document summarization, instead of using only attentions at word level. The experimentation
carried out using the CNN/DailyMail summarization corpus shows promising results in-line with the state-of-the-art.
Keywords: Siamese Neural Networks, Self Attention, Extractive summarization.
1. Introduction
The automatic summarization of textual documents
has had an important development in recent years due
mainly to two factors: the need to provide summaries
of the large amount of information available on the
web, and the success of the application of methods
based on Neural Networks.
Initial works on automatic summarization were
based on unsupervised learning approaches by con-
sidering statistical word features [4], topic modeling
such as Latent Semantic Analysis [19], graph based
approaches such as LexRank [8] and TextRank [15],
among others [25] [13]. There are also systems based
on supervised learning techniques such as Conditional
Random Fields [23] and Support Vector Machines [3].
Modern supervised approaches to single document
summarization take advantage of the success of Neural
Network architectures and their ability to learn contin-
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uous features without the use of preprocessing tools or
linguistic annotations [5] [17] [16] [22] [20] [18] [9].
Some recent Neural Network based approaches to
automatic summarization incorporate attention mech-
anisms. In particular, Cheng and Lapata [5] proposed
an attentional encoder-decoder approach for extractive
single-document summarization and Nallapati, Zhai
and Zhou [16] presented an extractive summarization
approach, based on a sequential sentence classification
problem, by using Neural Networks.
In a previous work [9], the SHA-NN system is pro-
posed. It is a supervised approach to text summariza-
tion which is based on Siamese Hierarchical Attention
Neural Networks using distributed vector representa-
tion of words. Siamese Neural Networks are capable of
learning from positive and negative samples. The net-
work is provided with positive and negative document-
summary pairs; a positive pair is a document and its
summary and a negative pair is a document and a sum-
mary of other different document randomly extracted
from the training set.
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The siamese network is used as a classifier that
decides, given a document and a summary, whether
the summary is suitable or not for the document. The
model consists of two networks, so that one of them
processes the document and the other the summary.
Furthermore, this model is enriched with an attention
mechanism that provides a score associated to each
word and each sentence of the input document. When
the siamese network learn that a given summary is suit-
able for a given document, the most relevant sentences
from the document (those with the highest attention
scores) lead the classifier to take the right decision. Au-
thors hypothesize that these salient sentences are good
candidates to make a extractive summary of the docu-
ment.
Due to the process of assigning scores to document
sentences of the SHA-NN system is based on the at-
tention mechanisms, then the capacity of these mech-
anisms plays a crucial role. The greater the capacity
of these attention mechanisms to capture complex re-
lationships among different sentences, the better the
SHA-NN system will be extracting the most salient
sentences to build the summaries. Moreover, the SHA-
NN system, as most of the recent extractive systems,
rely on recurrent neural networks to derive a semantic
representation of the document.
Recently, the attention mechanisms have been de-
veloped in such a way that they completely replace
convolutional and recurrent methods through self-
attention mechanisms proposed as part of the so called
Transformer models [26], improving the state of the
art in several tasks such as Machine Translation [26],
Question Answering [7], Automatic Summarization
[12], as well as the self-attention mechanisms by itself
on tasks like Sentiment Analysis [1].
These self-attention mechanisms compute word rep-
resentations by relating different positions of the words
in a sentence. Concretely, to compute the represen-
tation for a given word, the self-attention compares
it to every other word in the sentence. The result of
these comparisons is an attention score for every other
word in the sentence that determines how much each
of the other words should contribute to the represen-
tation of the given word, capturing complex relation-
ships between words in sentences such as anaphora,
co-reference, coherence and lexical cohesion [28] [24].
Therefore, it seems interesting to incorporate these at-
tention mechanisms in the SHA-NN framework (both
at word and sentence level), in order to extract better
representations and scores for each sentence in a given
document.
Until now, only the ability of transformers to capture
word level relationships has been explored. However,
these models have not been previously experimented
to integrate sentence level relationships in a hierarchi-
cal way from the relationships captured at word level.
In this paper we propose to extend the transformers in
a hierarchical way to also work at sentence level. This
way, the model could explain relationships among doc-
ument sentences such as co-reference and paraphras-
ing.
Deep learning models require to adjust millions of
parameters, therefore, large size corpora are needed in
order to train them. An important resource for data-
driven models is the CNN/DailyMail summarization
corpus, originally constructed by [10] for the passage-
based question answering task, and adapted for the sin-
gle document summarization task [5] [17]. It consists
of news articles from CNN and DailyMail and con-
tains 312,085 document-summary pairs. This corpus
has been widely used by recent works on automatic
summarization and we used it in this work in order to
make a fair comparison.
In this work, we propose a new extractive sum-
marization system, the Siamese Hierarchical Trans-
former Encoders (SHTE) system, that is based on two
main contributions. First, the integration of the trans-
former encoders in the classifier based on siamese
networks for automatic summarization, then, allow-
ing for learning the sentence representations and as-
signing sentence scores. Second, the extension of the
transformer encoders in order to apply them in a hi-
erarchical way on documents. Some experiments on
the CNN/DailyMail corpus were performed that show
that the proposed approach is adequate for the single-
document extractive summarization problem.
2. System Description
Our system addresses an intermediate binary clas-
sification problem, which consists in determining pos-
itive and negative pairs of documents and summaries
(X ∈ X, Y ∈ Y), in order to learn rich semantic rep-
resentations and attention distributions over sentences
that are useful to extract relevant sentences to compose
extractive summaries.
The proposed system is based on siamese networks
to distinguish correct summaries for documents. How-
ever, differently from the SHA-NN system, the en-
coders used both at word and sentence level are re-
placed by self-attention mechanisms. Additionally to
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extract representations, these attentions also can be
used to assign scores to each word and sentence, based
on the different relationships learned by them. More
concretelly, we used as self-attention mechanism the
encoder proposed in [26] for the Transformer, applied
in a hierarchical way, both at word and sentence level,
similarly to [27]. In Figure 1 the architecture of our
system is shown.
2.1. Word Level
Let X = {
X1︷ ︸︸ ︷
{w11, ..., w1W }, ...,
XT︷ ︸︸ ︷
{wT1, ..., wTW }}
and Y = {
Y1︷ ︸︸ ︷
{v11, ..., v1V }, ...,
YR︷ ︸︸ ︷
{vR1, ..., vRV }} be the
input document and the input summary respectively,
where wij is the word j in the sentence i of the docu-
ment X and vij is the word j in the sentence i of the
summary Y . W and V are the maximum number of
words per sentence in document and summary, and T
and R are the maximum number of sentences in docu-
ment and summary.
First of all, the words from document and summary
are embedded by a de dimensional embedding ma-
trix E, shared among the two branches of the siamese
network, due to the words in both sequences come
from the same source of information (domain, lan-
guage, etc.). We added these representations with po-
sitional encodings matrices, both for document sen-
tences P x ∈ RW×de and summary sentences P y ∈
RV×de , based on sine and cosine functions as in
[26]. This is with the aim of allowing the model
to explain temporal relationships among the words
inside each sentence. Concretely, we sum the cor-
responding P matrix with the sequence of embed-
dings that represents each sentence, both for document
X0 = {
X01︷ ︸︸ ︷
P x + E(X1), ...,
X0T︷ ︸︸ ︷
P x + E(XT )} and sum-
mary Y 0 = {
Y 01︷ ︸︸ ︷
P y + E(Y1), ...,
Y 0R︷ ︸︸ ︷
P y + E(YR)}, where
E(Xi) ∈ RW×de is the word embedding sequence of
the sentence i in the document and E(Yi) ∈ RV×de is
the word embedding sequence of the sentence i in the
summary.
With X0 and Y 0 as input, each network computes
the sentence representations in the same way for the
document and the summary (the left branch for pro-
cessing X0 and the right branch for processing Y 0).
These representations are computed by means of an
encoder of N layers, relying on multi-head scaled dot-
product attention as defined in Equations 1, 2 and 3.













Where h is the number of heads, WQi ∈ Rde×dk ,
WKi ∈ Rde×dk , WVi ∈ Rde×dk , and WO ∈
Rh×dk×de are the projection matrices for Query (Q),
Key (K), Value (V ) of the head i, and output of the
multi-head attention, all at word level; andA,B, C are
the inputs of the multi-head attention.
Once the multi-head attention is computed, a layer-
normalized [2] residual connection is applied. After
that, a position wise feed-forward network is applied
to each position independently and its outputs are
connected with its inputs by means of another layer-
normalized residual connection. Finally, with the aim
of obtaining a single vector representation for each
sentence, pooling is applied on top of the last encoder.
Equations from 4 to 11, show the full process to com-
pute the representation of the sentence i for document,
si, and summary, qi, with a N = 1 encoder and X0,
Y 0 as input. We use the superscript 1w to refer all
the weights and intermediate outputs from the first en-
coder at word level.










L1w = LayerNorm(X0i +M
1w) (6)
L̂1w = LayerNorm(Y 0i + M̂
1w) (7)
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1w + F 1w)) (10)
qi = Pooling(LayerNorm(L̂
1w + F̂ 1w)) (11)
Where M1w, L1w, F 1w ∈ RW×de are the interme-
diate outputs from the document branch and M̂1w,
L̂1w, F̂ 1w ∈ RV×de are the same for the summary
branch, W 1w1 ∈ Rde×dffw , W 1w2 ∈ Rdffw×de are
the weights of the position wise feed-forward network,
and si ∈ Rde , qi ∈ Rde are the representations of the
sentence i for document and summary respectively. As
it can be noted, all the weights are shared between the
two branches of our siamese network.
Then, this process is applied independently to each
matrix that represents the word embeddings sequence
of each sentence for document and summary. Its out-
puts {si : 1 ≤ i ≤ T} for document and {qi : 1 ≤
i ≤ R} for summary, are the inputs to the sentence
level that computes a representation of documents and
summaries based on their sentences.
2.2. Sentence Level
From the representations obtained after N word-
level encoders, both for document S = {s1, ..., sT } ∈
RT×de and summary Q = {q1, ..., qT } ∈ RR×de ,
positional encodings, in the same way that at word
level, are added to them, in order to take into account
temporal relationships among the sentences of docu-
ments. Let P s ∈ RT×de and P q ∈ RR×de be the posi-
tional encoding matrices for document and summary,
the input to the first encoder of the sentence level are
S0 = P s + S and summary Q0 = P q +Q.
The representations of document r and summary p,
by using a N̂ = 1 encoder and S0, Q0 as input, are
obtained as shown from Equations 12 to 19. We use the
superscript 1s to refer all the weights and intermediate
outputs from the first encoder at sentence level.
M1s =MultiHead(S0, S0, S0) (12)
M̂1s =MultiHead(Q0, Q0, Q0) (13)
L1s = LayerNorm(S0 +M1s) (14)
L̂1s = LayerNorm(Q0 + M̂1s) (15)














r = Pooling(LayerNorm(L1s + F 1s)) (18)
p = Pooling(LayerNorm(L̂1s + F̂ 1s)) (19)
Where M1s, L1s, F 1s ∈ RT×de are the intermedi-
ate outputs from the document branch and M̂1s, L̂1s,
F̂ 1s ∈ RR×de are the same for the summary branch,
W 1s1 ∈ Rde×dffs , W 1s2 ∈ Rdffs×de are the weights of
the position wise feed-forward network, and r ∈ Rde ,
p ∈ Rde are the representations of document and sum-
mary respectively. In this level, all the weights are also
shared between the two branches of the network.
2.3. Classification
From the representations r and p, the interaction be-
tween them is computed as their concatenation with
their absolute difference, following [6]. This interac-
tion is used as input for a single-layer feed-forward
network whose output is a probability distribution over





























































Fig. 1. Architecture of HTE system where the left branch processes documents and the right branch processes summaries.
C = {0, 1} where y = 1 is used as ground truth for
positive pairs and y = 0 for negative pairs.
ŷ = softmax(W ŷ2 (max(0,W
ŷ






Where W ŷ1 ∈ R3×de×dh are the weights to project
the interaction between document and summary, and
W ŷ2 ∈ R2×dh are the weights of the output layer
whose outputs are transformed into a probability dis-
tribution over C = {0, 1}.
In order to train the model, for each document we
build one positive pair (X,Y ), provided by the corpus,
and one negative pair (X,Y ′) : Y ′ 6= Y where Y ′ is
randomly chosen from the summaries of the remaining
documents.
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2.4. Sentence Scoring
In order to select the most relevant sentences of a
document to build a summary, a score have to be as-
signed to each sentence based on some criterion. In
this work, we consider that a sentence is more relevant
the more semantics from a document it captures. In our
proposal, it can be explained as those sentences which
are more attended by the other sentences of the docu-
ment. Moreover, we assume that the higher the level of
representation, the better this knowledge will be cap-
tured, for that reason, in this work we only use the at-
tentions of the last encoder at sentence level.
Note that this proposal is different from SHA-NN
[9], where the attention outputs are directly these
scores and are used during training to control the con-
tribution of each sentence in the computation of a se-
mantic representation of a document, which is useful
to distinguish correct summaries for it. In this work,
the attentions are a mechanism of the model to learn
sentence representations, but also, it can be used to
compute sentence scores.
Then, with the aim of building a ranking over doc-
ument sentences by means of our hierarchical self-
attention model, we use the attention matrices at sen-
tence level, obtained after a forward pass on the left
branch of the network with an input document, follow-



















Where Qi,Ki ∈ RT×dk are the Queries and Keys
in head i,Gi ∈ RT×T is the attention matrix of head i,
H ∈ RT×T is the averaged attention of all the headers,
and α ∈ RT is the vector that contains the final score
assigned to each sentence.
The system disposes of h different attentions that
explain different relationships among the sentences,
which are unknown a priori. As it is shown in Equa-
tion 22, we consider that all the relationships captured
by the self-attention mechanism are equally relevant
to obtain a score. For this reason, the most attended
sentences, in average among the different relationships
(attentions), must be more relevant.
After computing the average attention of all the
heads, H , the component Hij represents the average
attention that the model assigns to the sentence j when
it is processing the sentence i. Then, it could be used
to compute the relevance of a sentence j in the docu-
ment based on the average attention that j have in all
the other sentences of the document. This value is the
assigned score to each sentence, see Equation 23, and
it is used to rank them and to select the k most relevant
sentences to compose the summary.
3. Corpus
The CNN/DailyMail1 corpus was used in this work.
This corpus, which is a combination from articles of
the news websites CNN and DailyMail, was originally
constructed by [10] for Question Answering and mod-
ified by [5] and [17] for both abstractive and extractive
summarization. The CNN/DailyMail corpus had been
partitioned into 287,227 training document-summary
pairs, 13,368 validation document-summary pairs and
11,490 test document-summary pairs. Some corpus
characteristics are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Average number of sentences and words (including words per sen-
tence) of the corpus.
Sents Words Words/Sent
Train Documents 28.2 765.4 27.1
Train Summaries 3.8 53.4 14.1
Dev Documents 26.6 749.9 28.2
Dev Summaries 4.2 59.1 14.3
Test Documents 26.9 758.9 28.2
Test Summaries 3.9 56.0 14.3
In order to compare this work to other works
[16] and [9], we used in the experiments the entity-
anonymized version of this corpus, where entity oc-
currences are replaced with document-specific integer-
ids, thereby reducing the vocabulary size. It should be
noted that the ground truth summaries provided by this
1https://cs.nyu.edu/~kcho/DMQA/
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corpus are abstractive, and they were constructed by
concatenation of the highlights associated to the docu-
ments.
4. Related Work
In this Section we describe different approaches to
summarization, in particular, those systems used in the
experimental comparison and systems which are simi-
lar to our SHTE system. One of the most known of the
first approaches to automatic extractive summarization
is TextRank [15], which is based on the PageRank al-
gorithm in order to extract the most relevant sentences.
In TexRank, sentences which are vertices of the graph,
are interconnected among them by following some cri-
terion based on their similarity.
Moreover, there are some systems designed specifi-
cally for specific domains. This is the case of the Lead
system, which is based on extracting the first k sen-
tences of the documents to make a summary. Although
it seems naive, it is specially robust when it is applied
on articles of newspapers, generally due to in this do-
main, the first sentences are dedicated to condense the
information of all the document and are used to call
the attention from the reader.
Recently, due to the increasing popularity of the
Neural Networks, a large number of extractive ap-
proaches based on Deep Learning have been proposed.
The first systems based on these techniques were [5]
and [16]. Concretely, Cheng and Lapata in [5] pro-
posed an attentional encoder-decoder approach for ex-
tractive single-document summarization. In [16], Nal-
lapati, Zhai and Zhou presented two versions of Hier-
archical Attention Networks to choose sentences from
the document as a binary sequence classification prob-
lem. One of these versions, SummaRunner-Abs, is
trained using directly the samples provided by the cor-
pus. The other version, SummaRunner-Ext, requires a
greedy algorithm to prepare the corpus in an usable
way for training the system, choosing as reference the
set of sentences from the document that maximize the
similarity with respect to the abstractive summary.
Additionally, in [9], the SHA-NN system, based on
addressing a binary classification problem in order to
select the most relevant sentences by means of the at-
tention mechanisms, was proposed. This system, dif-
ferently from the previous mentioned works, does not
require the preparation of the corpus, being the system
which learns that alignment, moreover, it addresses the
problem as a binary classification task, instead of per-
forming sequence classification.
All these works are experimented on the anonymized
version of the CNN/DailyMail, however, there are
also many other works which use the non-anonymized
version of the corpus, such as [22], where a hybrid
abstractive-extractive system was proposed, or [18]
which explores the use of Reinforcement Learning on
extractive summarization.
Our SHTE system is similar to SHA-NN enrich-
ing the attention mechanisms with new self-attention
mechanisms proposed in the encoder part of the Trans-
former architecture [26]. This kind of attention mech-
anisms have been recently used for abstractive multi-
document summarization [12]. In this work, a modi-
fication of the Transformer Decoder was used to ab-
stractively generate the first section of Wikipedia arti-
cles, based on salient information extracted from non-
Wikipedia documents, by means of extractive summa-
rization systems. However, to our knowledge, the ex-
tractive summarization by using the self-attention of
the Transformer encoders have not been explored and
it is interesting to integrate them in the binary classifi-
cation framework for extractive summarization.
5. Experiments
In order to carry out the experimentation, we used
randomly initialized word embeddings with de = 128
which are trained along with the model. Also, some
hyperparameters of the model were fixed, such asN =
2 word encoders and N̂ = 2 sentences encoders, h = 6
heads, dk = dv = dq = 64, dffw = dffs = 128 and
dh = 512.
In order to train our model, we used batches of 128
document-summary pairs, 64 positives and 64 neg-
atives. Adam was used as update rule with β1 =
0.9 and β2 = 0.999 to optimize the cross entropy,
and Noam was used as learning rate scheduler with
warmup_steps = 4000. The model was trained dur-
ing 20 epochs of 5000 batches (640.000 examples, 2
times the size of the training set), and after finish, the
weights of the best model until that epoch (model that
minimized the cross-entropy on the development set)
were used to summarize the test samples. In order to
compose these summaries, the k = 3 most relevant
sentences were selected.
The evaluation of the performance of the systems
was done by using three variants of the ROUGE mea-
sure [11]. Concretely, Rouge-N with unigrams and
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Table 2
Experimentation modifying the addition of positional information
and the selected attention head to rank the sentences.
Precision Recall F1
Head R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L
No Positional
1 24.28 7.92 21.79 45.06 15.15 40.38 29.75 9.80 26.68
2 24.58 8.11 22.13 44.15 14.90 39.64 29.89 9.92 26.88
3 24.79 7.97 22.29 43.48 14.42 38.98 29.64 9.62 26.62
4 24.14 7.81 21.67 44.14 14.71 39.25 29.51 9.63 26.46
5 24.49 7.94 22.02 43.40 14.39 38.90 29.61 9.66 26.58
6 24.42 7.60 21.89 41.90 13.33 37.41 29.00 9.09 25.95
Avg Heads 24.67 8.23 22.16 45.45 15.53 40.73 30.20 10.15 27.10
Sent Positional
1 27.79 11.07 25.21 51.31 20.78 47.34 34.76 13.82 31.51
2 27.17 10.66 24.62 52.36 20.67 47.38 34.29 13.47 31.06
3 29.19 11.71 26.53 51.74 20.86 46.98 35.83 14.39 32.55
4 29.84 12.09 27.15 52.17 21.24 47.41 36.15 14.58 33.16
5 29.12 11.87 26.48 53.09 21.66 48.19 36.03 14.68 32.74
6 29.60 12.01 26.91 52.30 21.30 47.45 36.21 14.73 32.99
Avg Heads 29.64 12.03 26.97 52.46 21.36 47.67 36.36 14.76 33.37
Sent-Word Positional
1 24.68 8.12 22.13 44.20 14.70 39.59 30.11 9.94 27.03
2 23.91 7.84 21.51 44.34 14.87 39.79 29.45 9.74 26.47
3 25.83 9.69 23.32 50.38 18.98 45.37 32.16 11.74 28.95
4 23.59 7.66 21.18 43.99 14.61 39.39 28.98 9.48 25.98
5 25.23 8.86 22.72 47.47 17.02 42.68 31.38 11.10 28.24
6 23.94 7.49 21.56 39.29 12.76 35.82 28.35 8.94 25.49
Avg Heads 25.33 9.42 22.84 50.92 19.02 45.85 32.40 12.04 29.18
bigrams (Rouge-1 and Rouge-2) and Rouge-L were
used. Although in the literature there are some propos-
als to evaluate automatic summarizations without us-
ing the gold standard [21] [14], in order to compare
our system to other approaches in the same conditions,
we evaluated it with ROUGE statistics using the gold
standard provided by the CNN/DailyMail corpora.
We consider two interesting aspects to be ana-
lyzed. The first one consists in the impact of the po-
sitional information on the selection of the most rel-
evant sentences. Concretely, we explore three ways
for the incorporation of positional information: i) just
at the sentence level, ii) both at word and sentence
level; and iii) without positional information. For the
CNN/DailyMail corpus, the first sentences of the doc-
uments tend to be the most representative sentences to
compose the summary. This is due to the journalistic
style, that tries to capture the attention of the reader in
the first paragraphs of the articles. For this reason, we
expect that the sentence positional information must
be specially relevant.
The second aspect to analyze is the strategy of av-
eraging attentions from all the heads of our model
in order to rank the sentences. For selecting the rele-
vant sentences, we hypothesize that the combination
of all the relationships captured by the different heads
is more adequate than individual attention captured by
only one head. This is due to it is impossible to dis-
tinguish which heads capture relevant relationships for
generate good summaries. Then, this lack of knowl-
edge could be countered by averaging all the different
relationships. Additionally, it is important to highlight
that we only used the attentions of the last encoder
at sentence level because the relationships captured at
this level are semantically richer than the relationships
captured in the first encoder.
The results of the experimentation are shown in Ta-
ble 2, where three blocks of experiments were done
varying the positional information (no positional, at
sentence level, and both at word and sentence level).
The column labelled as "Head" represents what head
was used to assign the scores (only one head or all
heads). From this table, on the one hand, it is interest-
ing to observe that the addition of positional informa-
tion only at sentence level is more informative than its
combination with positional information both at word
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and sentence level. The improvements obtained by
adding positional information on the sentences seem to
support the assumption of the importance of the sen-
tence order in the generation of the summaries. More-
over, both of them provides better results than not us-
ing positional information.
On the other hand, the strategy of averaging the at-
tention heads is the best mechanism for sentence scor-
ing in almost all the cases. Concretely, it obtains al-
ways the best results in terms of F1 and it seems to
have worse results in terms of Precision. Although the
improvements are not statistically significant, it is pos-
sible to see that there are heads which capture less rel-
evant relationships than others and the averaging of
them with the remaining heads counters these low re-
sults.
In Table 3, the results of SHTE system as well as the
results of Lead-3, TextRank and Random-3 systems
are shown (†). The Table also contains the results of the
SHA-NN [9], SummaRunner-Abs and SummaRunner-
Ext [16] systems (‡). All these results have been ob-
tained on the anonymized version of CNN/DailyMail
corpus. We also included the results of the Lead-3 sys-
tem presented in [16] (‡) since they are different from
ours and the authors do not provided enough informa-
tion to reproduce the experimentation.
It is possible to see that the Lead-3 system outper-
forms the SHTE system in our experimentation. The
same happens with SHA-NN and SummaRunner-Abs
systems (the most similar to our system). This sup-
ports the assumption that the first sentences of the doc-
uments are more relevant than the remaining sentences
in this news articles domain. Moreover, the SHTE
system obtains better relative results with respect to
Lead-3 (SHTE† vs Lead-3†) than SummarRunner-Abs
(SummaRunner-Abs‡ vs Lead-3‡).
Table 3
Results in terms of full length Rouge F1
System R-1 R-2 R-L
SHTE† 36.4 14.8 33.4
Lead-3† 37.3 15.1 34.0
TextRank† 29.4 10.1 26.3
Random-3† 26.7 7.3 23.9
SHA-NN‡ 35.4 14.7 33.2
Lead-3‡ 39.2 15.7 35.5
SummaRunner-Abs‡ 37.5 14.5 33.4
SummaRunner-Ext‡ 39.6 16.2 35.3
Document: police are desperately searching for a teenage
schoolgirl who went missing near @entity2 on friday afternoon
. @entity3 , 14 , was last seen leaving her school in @entity5
around 3pm , according to @entity0 . she was described by police
as caucasian , 150cm tall , with blue eyes and brown shoulder length
hair . @entity3 , 14 , was last seen leaving her school in @entity5
around 3pm , according to @entity0 police confirmed she was
still missing early on saturday morning , and were concerned
for ms @entity10 because of her age . her family and police have
appealed for anyone who has seen ms @entity10 to immediately
contact she was last seen wearing a blue jeans , black jumper
and black shoes . police confirmed she was still missing early on
saturday morning , and were concerned for ms @entity10 because
of her age .
Ground Truth: police worried about teen girl who has been missing
since friday afternoon . @entity3 , 14 , was last seen leaving her
school near @entity2 . police confirmed she was still missing early
on saturday morning . an image of ms @entity10 released in the
hopes of finding her quickly .
Fig. 2. Extractive summarization with a test sample of
CNN/DailyMail corpus (CNN subset).
Comparing the siamese neural network based ap-
proaches, the SHTE system outperforms SHA-NN
system in terms of Rouge-1 and obtains slightly bet-
ter results in terms of R-2 and R-L. Additionally, the
transformer encoders of the SHTE system present less
training and inference time than the LSTM encoders
of the SHA-NN system since the first one can be par-
allelized.
Figure 2 shows an example of summarization us-
ing the proposed SHTE system. We provide the Doc-
ument, its Ground Truth summary, and the three sen-
tences extracted by our system (bold font). The figure
shows how the system is capable of focusing on the
first sentences of the document, but it have the ability
to skip the third sentence in order to extract the sum-
mary.
Figure 3 shows the averaged self-attention matrixH
for all sentences in the example of Figure 2. Sentences
are arranged in the matrix following the order of occur-
rence in document. Hij represents the average atten-
tion that the model assigns to the sentence in column
j when it is processing the sentence in row i. It can be
observed that the first sentences have assigned higher
relevance due to their columns show darker colors.
This example also illustrates the fact that the higher
relevance are placed in the lower diagonal of the ma-
trix, showing that the left context of sentences is more
important than the right one, that is, when writing a
given sentence the writer focus on the past sentences
instead of the future ones.
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Fig. 3. Averaged self-attention from all heads, for all sentences in
the example 2. Darker colors indicate a higher attention value.
6. Conclusions
In this work, we propose a new extractive summa-
rization system, the Siamese Hierarchical Transformer
Encoders system, that is based on the use of siamese
neural networks and the transformer encoders which
are extended in a hierarchical way.
Given a document, the SHTE system assigns scores
to the document sentences in order to select the most
salient sentences to build the summary. It can be con-
sidered that a sentence is more relevant when more
semantics from the document it captures. In our pro-
posal, these more relevant sentences are those which
are more attended by the other sentences of the doc-
ument. We studied the influence of the positional in-
formation into the attentions and the improvements
obtained seem to support the assumption of the im-
portance of the sentence order in the generation of
the summaries. We also present experiments consid-
ering both the use of only one attention head and the
average of all the heads. The results show that the
strategy of averaging the attention heads is the best
mechanism. Finally, we compare our SHTE system to
other extractive summarization approaches. The ob-
tained results are in-line with the state-of-the-art on the
CNN/DailyMail corpus.
As future work, we will study other strategies in or-
der to compute the scores of the sentences from the
attentions differently from the averaging used in this
work.
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